1. She is looking at the supply forecast.

2. __________________________
3. __________________________
4. __________________________
5. __________________________
6. __________________________
7. __________________________
8. __________________________
9. __________________________
10. __________________________

supply chain  container  waybill
certificate of origin  loading docks  forecast
conveyor belt  consignment  cargo
pallet  air freight  counting inventory
distribution centre  sealing a package  customs

11. __________________________
12. __________________________
13. __________________________
14. __________________________
15. __________________________
1 supply forecast
She is looking at the supply forecast
2 cargo
The ship carries cargo around the world.
3 certificate of origin
The certificate of origin shows the product comes from Italy
4 loading docks
The truck picks up the goods at the loading docks.
5 consignment
This consignment is ready to be shipped
6 container
The container can hold many boxes.
7 conveyor belt
The goods are loaded onto the conveyor belt.
8 counting inventory
The staff are counting the inventory before packing.
9 customs
The imported goods are passing through customs
10 waybill
Every consignment comes with a way bill.
11 pallet
The boxes are stacked on a pallet.
12 air freight
Air freight is so convenient these days
13 distribution centre
There are many loading docks at the distribution centre.
14 sealing a package
He is sealing the package with strong tape
15 supply chain
The supply chain is quite complicated.